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Email: dan.looker@devon.gov.uk

DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE
Monday, 15th November, 2021
A meeting of the Devon Audit Partnership Committee is to be held on the above date
at 10.30 am at Virtual Meeting to consider the following matters.
Phil Norrey
Chief Executive
AGENDA

PART I - OPEN COMMITTEE
1

Apologies

2

Minutes (Pages 1 - 4)
Minutes of the meeting held on 8 July 2021, attached.

3

Items Requiring Urgent Attention
Items which in the opinion of the Chair should be considered at the meeting as
matters of urgency.

4

Updated Business Plan 2021 to 2026 (Pages 5 - 30)
Report of the Director of Finance (DF/21/02), attached.

5

Staff Survey Results (Pages 31 - 34)
Report of the Director of Finance (DF/21/03), attached.

6

Six Month Update Report 2021/22 (Pages 35 - 44)
Report of the Director of Finance (DF/21/04), attached.

7

Budget Monitoring 2021/22 - Month 6 (Pages 45 - 46)
Report of the Director of Finance (DF/21/05), attached.

8

Updated Risk Register November 2021 (Pages 47 - 56)
Report of the Director of Finance (DF/21/06), attached.

9

Quality Assurance & Improvement Plan (Pages 57 - 68)
Report of the Director of Finance (DF/21/07), attached.

10

Future Meetings
The next meeting is scheduled for 8 March 2022.
PART II - ITEMS WHICH MAY BE TAKEN IN THE ABSENCE OF PRESS AND
PUBLIC ON THE GROUNDS THAT EXEMPT INFORMATION MAY BE
DISCLOSED
Nil

Members are reminded that Part II Reports contain exempt information and should
therefore be treated accordingly. They should not be disclosed or passed on to any
other person(s). They need to be disposed of carefully and should be returned to the
Democratic Services Officer at the conclusion of the meeting for disposal.

MEETINGS INFORMATION AND NOTES FOR VISITORS
Getting to County Hall and Notes for Visitors
For SatNav purposes, the postcode for County Hall is EX2 4QD
Further information about how to get to County Hall gives information on visitor
parking at County Hall and bus routes.
Exeter has an excellent network of dedicated cycle routes. For further information
see the Travel Devon webpages.
The nearest mainline railway stations are Exeter Central (5 minutes from the High
Street), St David’s and St Thomas. All have regular bus services to the High Street.
Visitors to County Hall are asked to report to Main Reception on arrival. If visitors
have any specific requirements, please contact reception on 01392 382504
beforehand.
Membership of a Committee
For full details of the Membership of a Committee, please visit the Committee page
on the website and click on the name of the Committee you wish to see.
Committee Terms of Reference
For the terms of reference for any Committee, please visit the Committee page on
the website and click on the name of the Committee. Under purpose of Committee,
the terms of reference will be listed. Terms of reference for all Committees are also
detailed within Section 3b of the Council’s Constitution.
Access to Information
Any person wishing to inspect any minutes, reports or background papers relating to
an item on the agenda should contact the Clerk of the Meeting. To find this, visit the
Committee page on the website and find the Committee. Under contact information
(at the bottom of the page) the Clerk’s name and contact details will be present. All
agenda, reports and minutes of any Committee are published on the Website
Public Participation
The Council operates a Public Participation Scheme where members of the public
can interact with various Committee meetings in a number of ways. For full details of
whether or how you can participate in a meeting, please look at the Public
Participation Scheme or contact the Clerk for the meeting.
In relation to Highways and Traffic Orders Committees, any member of the District
Council or a Town or Parish Councillor for the area covered by the HATOC who is
not a member of the Committee, may attend and speak to any item on the Agenda
with the consent of the Committee, having given 24 hours’ notice.
Webcasting, Recording or Reporting of Meetings and Proceedings
The proceedings of any meeting may be recorded and / or broadcasted live, apart
from any confidential items which may need to be considered in the absence of the
press and public. For more information go to our webcasting pages

Anyone wishing to film part or all of the proceedings may do so unless the press and
public are excluded for that part of the meeting or there is good reason not to do so,
as directed by the Chair. Filming must be done as unobtrusively as possible without
additional lighting; focusing only on those actively participating in the meeting and
having regard to the wishes of others present who may not wish to be filmed.
Anyone wishing to film proceedings is asked to advise the Chair or the Democratic
Services Officer in attendance.
Members of the public may also use social media to report on proceedings.
Declarations of Interest for Members of the Council
It is to be noted that Members of the Council must declare any interest they may
have in any item to be considered at this meeting, prior to any discussion taking
place on that item.
WiFI
An open, publicly available Wi-Fi network (i.e. DCC) is normally available for
meetings held in the Committee Suite at County Hall.
Fire
In the event of the fire alarm sounding, leave the building immediately by the nearest
available exit following the fire exit signs. If doors fail to unlock press the Green
break glass next to the door. Do not stop to collect personal belongings; do not use
the lifts; and do not re-enter the building until told to do so. Assemble either on the
cobbled car parking area adjacent to the administrative buildings or in the car park
behind Bellair.
First Aid
Contact Main Reception (Extension 2504) for a trained first aider.
Mobile Phones
Please switch off all mobile phones before entering the Committee Room or Council
Chamber
Alternative Formats

If anyone needs a copy of an Agenda and/or a Report in
another format (e.g. large print, audio tape, Braille or other
languages), please contact the Customer Service Centre on
0345 155 1015 or email: committee@devon.gov.uk or write to
the Democratic and Scrutiny Secretariat in G31, County Hall,
Exeter, EX2 4QD.
Induction Loop available

Agenda Item 2
1
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE
8/07/21
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE
8 July 2021
Present:Councillors Hall, Scott, Mahony, Craigie, Hackett, Loxton, Penny, White,
Austen, Roome and Phillips
Apologies:Councillors Bingley, Kennedy, Davies, Ewings and Holway

*

1

Election of Chair
The Chair should be held on a rotational basis with each Council having a
Member serve alternately for one year. Devon County Council had recently
held the Chair and it was therefore Torbay Council’s turn to hold the post of
Chair for one year from the date of this meeting.
RESOLVED
that Councillor Loxton be elected Chair for the ensuing year.

*

2

Election of Vice-Chair
The Vice-Chair shall be elected from a Council other than that which currently
held the Chair.
RESOLVED
that Councillor Roome (North Devon) be elected Vice-Chair for the ensuing
year.

*

3

Minutes
RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting held on 11 March 2021 be
signed as a correct record.

*

4

Items Requiring Urgent Attention
There was no item raised as a matter of urgency.
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2
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE
8/07/21
*

5

Devon Audit Partnership - Revenue Outturn Position 2020/21
The Committee considered the Report of the Head of Devon Audit
Partnership (CT/21/61) setting out the revenue outturn position 2020/21, the
balance sheet as at 31 March 2021, the Accounting Statement, the Annual
Internal Audit Report for 2020/21 and the Annual Governance Statement.
Members noted:






a ‘zero’ revenue outturn position for 2020/21 for the Partnership overall.
the proposed uplift to the audit programme for schools, which will replace
some of the school audit work lost in 2020/21.
the revenue outturn position of DAP for 2020/21 is ‘zero’ meaning that
there will be no surplus to allocate to Partners but also no requirement to
draw from the DAP reserves for any potential “loss”.
reserves remain at a healthy £221k.
the requirement for a small bodies return has been removed, however the
return contained some good elements of governance and enabled
effective year on year comparisons to take place and will therefore remain
"good practice" to continue.

It was MOVED by Councillor Roome, SECONDED by Councillor Hackett and
RESOLVED

*

6

(a)

that the DAP 2020/21 revenue outturn position be noted.

(b)

that the DAP balance sheet as at 31 March 2021 and the balances
contained be noted.

(c)

that the Accounting Statement, prepared in accordance with the (former)
small bodies return format be noted.

(d)

that approval be given for the Chair to sign the Annual Governance
Statement.

(e)

that the Annual Internal Audit Report for 2020/21 be noted.

Devon Audit Partnership - Annual Report 2020/21
The Committee considered the Report of the Head of Devon Audit
Partnership (CT/21/62) outlining the progress made by the Partnership during
the year; the ongoing development of arrangements with partners; and the
continued high level of customer satisfaction achieved.
Members noted:
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DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE
8/07/21











the immense challenge the pandemic brought to the last year, but also
how responsive the team has been working with partners during the crisis.
customer survey results for 2020/21 remain very good with near 98%
satisfied or better. The Head of Devon Audit Partnership uses any
feedback which is less positive to identify at an early stage where
expectations have not been met and acts accordingly.
analysis of internal audit performance for 2020/21 shows that, overall,
performance is generally as expected.
staff turnover has been higher than in previous years. Members raised
concern about a loss of experience to DAP. The Head of Devon Audit
Partnership advised that there exists a limited pool of auditors in the area,
and it remained an imperative of the business to ‘grow your own’.
staff turnover also allows for a re-fresh in ideas and approaches, and a
progression of staff within the team.
challenge of online staff induction.
time saving for staff undertaking audits remotely and the need for less
travelling.
the retirement of the Deputy Head of Devon Audit Partnership, and the
appointment of a new Audit Manager.

It was MOVED by Councillor Loxton, SECONDED by Councillor Roome and
RESOLVED
(a) that progress made by the Devon Audit Partnership during the 2020/21
financial year be noted.
(b) that the continued high level of customer satisfaction achieved by the
Partnership be noted.
*

7

Devon Audit Partnership - Further Update Report June 2021
The Head of Devon Audit Partnership presented the June 2021 update report
to Committee.
Members noted:
 the Deputy Head of DAP post would hopefully be recruited to by midSeptember 2021, leaving only a slight gap following his retirement on 31
July 2021.
 a lack of consensus currently amongst the Partners as to progressing the
Redmond Review recommendation that Independent Members should be
recruited to Audit Committees, with the aim of bringing in specialist,
technical knowledge to support the other elected Committee members.
It was MOVED by Councillor Hackett, SECONDED by Councillor Penny and
RESOLVED
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4
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE
8/07/21

(a) That members note the role of the Chair of the Management Board of
Devon Audit Partnership (DAP).
(b) That members note the current process with regards recruitment of a
replacement Deputy Head of Partnership.
(c) That members note the update provided with regards action from the
Redmond Review.
*

8

Future Meetings
The next meetings were scheduled for 15 November 2021 and 8 March 2022.

NOTES:
1. Minutes should always be read in association with any Reports for a
complete record.
2. If the meeting has been webcast, it will be available to view on the
webcasting site for up to 12 months from the date of the meeting
*

DENOTES DELEGATED MATTER WITH POWER TO ACT
The Meeting started at 10.30 am and finished at 11.10 am
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Agenda Item 4
DF/21/02
Devon Audit Partnership Audit Committee
15th November 2021
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP – UPDATED BUSINESS PLAN 2021 TO 2026
Report of the Director of Finance
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee
before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee
1.

Notes the updated Business Plan covering the five-year period 2021 to 2026.

Summary
The attached report from the Head of Devon Audit Partnership and the Partnership management team
provides a summary of the direction of the Partnership for the coming five years.
The previous 11 years or so have been very successful; the Partnership has grown in terms of the
partners involved, and the services we provide have extended to include not only Internal Audit but also
Risk Management and Counter Fraud.
However, we know how important it is to look to the future and determine what our partners and clients
will want from the Partnership in the coming years. This, combined with wider sector knowledge gained
from professional sources and valued colleagues, has enabled us to prepare our Business Plan.
The Plan recognises the key role that technology will play in the future, both for the systems and
processes operated by our clients, and by DAP, in delivering assurance around the management of risk
and delivery of services. We need to ensure that we invest in our staff and our technology so that we
can continue to provide the level of assurance our partners and clients need.
The report recognises that growth is likely to be limited – we currently provide services to a large number
of public sector bodies in the Devon (and wider area) – however this does not mean that we will be
complacent in seeking out new opportunities that will both strengthen the Partnership and provide better
quality services to the wider not-for-profit sector.

Angie Sinclair
Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972
List of Background Papers
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Hutchins Robert.Hutchins@devon.gov.uk
Tel No: (01392) 385483
Larkbeare House
Background Paper
Date
Nil
There are no equality issues associated with this report
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File Ref

Devon Audit Partnership
Strategic Business Plan
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2021 to 2026
Summer 2021
Version 1.2
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Introduction
Robert Hutchins Head of DAP

We put the customer at the heart of what we
do and use our knowledge and skills to
maximise the of effectiveness of the
services we provide.
We are a “not-for-profit” organisation
providing professional internal audit, counter
fraud, assurance, and consultancy services
covering areas such as risk management,
governance, and business improvement.
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We are pleased to present our strategic plan
detailing what we, Devon Audit Partnership,
expect to achieve over the coming five
years.
In 2019 we celebrated ten years of the
Partnership and we continue to provide the
services our partners and clients want and
need.
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We have a committed, dedicated and
specialist staff pool that provides an
excellent and pro-active resource enabling
difficult subject areas to be addressed.

Our Vision
Our vision is to be recognised as an
exceptional assurance provider, providing
internal audit, counter fraud, risk
management and other assurance services
to public and not-for-profit organisations in
the South West and beyond.
We will deliver high quality services that add
value and are attuned to our customer
needs, providing high quality independent
and objective assurance and consulting
services that add value to customers and
protect public resources.

Our Mission
Our mission, is to help better the lives of the
people, particularly in the Southwest of
England; be they children, parents, the
elderly, employees or very organisations
themselves.
As a service provider our commitment is to
help the organisations that we work with to
fulfil this common purpose. Our ability to
engage with our clients with a professional,
dedicated, and supportive team of people is
key to our success. Equally so, is our
understanding of partner and client
objectives and needs in order to help them
to achieve their goals.
We aim to work with partners and clients, to
support their goals and to provide assurance
that the risks preventing achievement of
these goals are minimised so that service
users and the public benefit from the
services provided.

Looking forwards - 2026
and beyond.
It is never easy to predict what will happen
in the future – or the impact that events will
have.
Whilst a number of organisations had “global
pandemic” on their risk register few really
expected it, and very few were ready to deal
with the effects.
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However, it is crucial that we do look forward
and make the best effort that we can to
ensure that we are as well placed as we can
be to meet new challenges, In our looking
forward we have drawn heavily on the
European Confederation of Institutes of
Internal Auditors (ECIIA) and their excellent
publication “2022 Hot topics for internal
auditors” – the publication discusses a
number of key issues that we consider are
most relevant to our future planning.
The document reminds us that organisations
and their internal audit functions face a
dizzying pace of change and unprecedented
uncertainty.
Internal Audit Heads (in both public and
private sectors) believe that Cybersecurity
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and data security will continue to be a strong
focus of attention, but will become
somewhat less of a risk as we reach the
middle of the decade, although this is
relative. This topic is expected to dominate
the risk rankings and any threat mitigation
will come from the fact that businesses are
becoming better equipped at managing and
minimising the risk of attacks and data
breaches.
Other risks that are expected to abate or
come under greater control include business
continuity, crisis management and disasters
response; all three of these have been
directly influenced by the pandemic and
therefore it should be expected that they will
recede in due course.
We are aware that the pandemic has
destabilised operations and labour,
disrupted supply and demand, and
undermined previously sound business
models to an extent few would have thought
possible.
With the roll-out of vaccines in the
developed world and the return of growth as
economies reopened in 2021, it may be
tempting to see the worst of the pandemic
as having passed. However, COVID-19 will
continue to have deep and lasting
consequences.

There is a belief that large sections of the
workforce will reflect on their futures,
seeking new employment to advance
careers stalled by the pandemic or changing
course altogether by migrating into different
sectors. Countries are witnessing a
‘resignation crisis’, staff shortages and high
vacancy rates.
As with other organisations DAP will
continue to develop its vision for the future
and re-embed core values amid the
transition to hybrid operating models that
balance remote and on-site working
arrangements.
Further, no organisation can ignore the
climate change and sustainability agenda.
Sustainability regulations are rising, and
renewed policy efforts are sure to follow the
UN Climate Change Conference of the
Parties (COP26). Environmental, social and
governance themes have now established
themselves as principal risk priorities.
The ECIIA conclude that change and
uncertainty are likely to define 2022 and the
years that follow and Internal audit must
understand this change, articulate how well
it believes each organisation is adapting to
these pressures and identify how effectively
associated risks are being accounted for
and managed.

About Us

with a passion for delivering quality in our
work.

Established in 2009 by founder partners
Plymouth, Devon and Torbay councils, we
have since been joined by Torridge, North
Devon and Mid Devon councils as “full
partners” and South Hams and West Devon
councils as “non-voting” partners.

We ensure that we meet all current, relevant
professional guidance such as the Public
Sector Internal Audit Standards.

We provide Internal Audit, Counter Fraud,
Risk Management, Assurance and
Consultancy services.

In late 2016 we welcomed Terry Barnett,
Head of Assurance for Hertfordshire Shared
Internal Audit Service, and his colleague
Chris Wood, Audit Manager, who completed
an external validation of the Partnership.
Terry and Chris concluded that:
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Our turnover is circa £1.7m per year, and
since forming we have built up a surplus of
around £200k, whilst achieving year on year
savings to recue costs for our Partners and
clients.
We employ over 40 people, which
approximates to 36 equivalent full-time staff,
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“It is our overall opinion that the Devon Audit
Partnership generally conforms * to the
Public Sector Internal Audit Standards,
including the Definition of Internal Auditing,
the Code of Ethics and the Standards.”
* Generally, conforms – This is the top rating and means that the
internal audit service has a charter, policies and processes that are
judged to be in conformance to the Standards

The review team found areas of good
practice and high standards, including: “The partnership is well established and has
gained an extremely good reputation with its
member councils. The review team received
consistently positive feedback about DAP
from client officers and audit committee
members.”
“The auditors conduct themselves in a
professional manner, display knowledge of
the areas they are auditing, adopt a flexible
approach and are seen to be responsive to
the needs of the client.”
“Audit assignments are well planned, and
testing is directed to those areas of greatest
importance. Working papers are completed
to a good standard”.

Customer Satisfaction
We are here to achieve the best for our customers and the people of Devon. Identifying and addressing their needs is at the heart of everything we
do. In working with people, we aim to listen; to be fair, open and honest; and to do what we say. In July 2019, our ongoing commitment to providing
a class leading service with a strong customer focus was reconfirmed with nationally recognised accreditation for Customer Service Excellence. We
will complete a re-evaluation in the Summer of 2021.

Location and facilities
Our head office is Larkbeare House, Topsham Road Exeter. To maximise operational efficiency our Partners and clients provide office location for
our audit staff to work from. We have specified work locations for most of our Partners.
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Devon County Council – Room 180 County Hall, Topsham Rd, Exeter
Plymouth City Council – Midland House, Plymouth, PL1 2EJ
Torbay Council – Town Hall, Castle Circus, Torquay
Mid Devon Council - Phoenix House, Phoenix Lane, Tiverton, EX16 6PP

As we respond to the covid pandemic all our staff are currently working from home. As the Country returns to some form of normality we expect
that we will operate a “hybrid” system of working, with staff working both from home and from a secure office environment, whichever is the most
effective for the work they are conducting. We operate standard office opening hours (9 to 5 Monday to Friday) but are often available outside of
these core hours.

Awards
Our achievements have consistently been recognised, regularly making the final cut in annual award ceremonies as shown in these images.
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Core Values
Our core values underpin the way we work
and seek to deliver our mission.
Putting the customer first – We are here
to achieve the best for our customers and
the people of the Southwest. Identifying
and addressing their needs is at the heart
of everything we do. In working with people,
we aim to listen; to be fair, open and
honest; and to do what we say we will do.

priorities, taking collective action and
pooling our resources where this will
improve outcomes and services.
We expect all our staff to behave in ways
that reflect these values.
Equality and Diversity - We support
equality and diversity, ensuring inclusion,
fairness and equality. We aim to support
our Partners in achieving Level 3 of the
equalities Standard.

Valuing everyone – We will demonstrate
respect, understanding and fairness to all
and we are committed to tackling
discrimination and exclusion, promoting
social justice and good community relations
and ensuring fair access to our services.

Working together – We work in close
partnership with our customers and other
organisations to achieve our vision.
Effective partnership working means
building trust, developing a common
understanding of customers, agreeing joint
P a g e |7

We are aware of the financial pressures
facing all our clients and partners in the notfor-profit sector. At this moment in time the
“delivery vehicle” of a Joint Committee
meets the needs and requirements of our
partners and customers and ourselves;
however, we are continuously monitoring
developments as to how organisations such
as ourselves are governed, and where
different models represent opportunities,
these will be explored.

Key Activities
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Modern and Innovating – We want to be a
modern and innovative organisation
providing efficient, cost effective services
that meet customer needs. This means
seeking out and embracing opportunities
for change and being innovative in finding
the best solutions for the present and the
future.

151 Officers of our partners and the Head
of Partnership.

As mentioned earlier, we provide audit,
counter fraud, risk management, assurance
and consultancy services to partner
Councils, and other clients; we report to the
respective Audit Committee or equivalent of
each partner / client.

Governance
The Partnership is governed as a Joint
Committee under Section 20 of the Local
Government Act 2000.
The Joint Committee has two Members
from each of our partner Councils. The
Joint Committee is supported by a
Management Board comprising the Section

For each partner and client, we will prepare
a work plan or equivalent using a riskbased approach and priority assessment to
ensure the service provided is aligned to
customer needs, goals and objectives.
We ensure that all our work satisfies
statutory assurance requirements such as
the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
(PSIAS) and Counter Fraud Professional
Accreditation Board (CFPAB).

Key Objectives
 Provide professional internal audit,
counter fraud and risk management
services to not-for-profit organisations
covering areas such as governance,
business improvement and cost
containment.
 Deliver an advisory service to help
partners and clients meet their
challenges in a rapidly changing
environment.
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 Be an innovative service provider that
offers high quality and value, making the
most of partners resources, and helping
them to achieve their objectives in an
efficient and cost-effective way.
 Draw on the strengths of our
professional, personable staff to provide
high quality, modern services.
 Ensure a local presence that can
respond swiftly to our partners and
client’s needs.
 Work with our partners, to support their
goals and minimise risks which may
prevent the achievement of these goals.
 Build a workforce fit for the Future.
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Drivers
 We are committed to improving local
government, public sector and wider
not-for-profit organisations through
supporting and delivering continuous
improvement, providing cost effective
and value for money services and by
collaborative working and sharing good
practice.
 We promote these purposes by
undertaking our work in ways which
deliver sustainable and continuous
improvement, paying special attention to
the needs of local communities and our
customers.
 We will strive to be recognised for the
quality of the service we deliver, the
expertise and support we offer, and the
opportunities provided for all our staff to
contribute to the aims and objectives of
our service and for self-development
and learning.
 We are a “not for profit” organisation,
but we are commercially minded. The
public sector is facing significant
financial pressures and requires every
pound invested in our services to be
used for the maximum benefit; we tailor
our services to ensure we provide a

 service that fully meets our partners and
customers needs
 We are a people organisation;
assurance is delivered by our
experienced staff and, although good
use of data analytics helps our
processes, it is our skilled staff that
makes a difference to our partners.
 We value our staff and will encourage
them to develop their skills and
knowledge to further enhance our
service delivery.

Products & Services

measurable outcomes in an adaptable
manner.

The future landscape of the not-for-profit
sector will change in the coming years. As a
critical provider of assurance in this fastchanging world, we are aware that our
products and services need to develop to be
in tune with organisational needs.

We will be agile to meet future needs, and
will be both reactive and proactive to change

Our service should not be driven by cost or
location or ICT capabilities (although all
these will be factors) but the needs of our
clients.

Core Products
Our core product is the provision of a
modern, professional, efficient, and effective
internal audit, counter fraud, assurance, risk
advisory and consultancy service. This is
made up of a number of elements: 
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We cannot be certain that all factors will
affect all our customers, but we do know that
the following factors will apply:






Money ↓ our customers are likely to have
less funding available to them.
Risk ↑ global and local threats (climate,
political, extremism) have increased the
risk to local service objectives,
Public Expectation ↑ a more aware and
connected public demand more from
public facing services.
ICT solutions ↑ will need to increase to
enable “more to be done with less”.
Static, single location ↓ people want
services where they are, not have to
travel to get them.

We will continue to develop our assurance
and consultancy-based products, delivering
P a g e |9








Assurance – providing executive and
non-executive directors with independent
assurance that their organisations are
working in the way that is expected –
effective, efficient and economic.
Risk based internal audit – providing
assurance that the key risks faced by an
organisation are being suitably controlled
Systems based audits – reviewing the
key systems of an organisation.
Counter Fraud – prevention, detection
and investigation.
Continuous auditing – using data from
systems to provide early warning of
potential areas for concern.
Specialist advice – e.g. on the
introduction of new systems.
Grant funded schemes – advice on
creation of systems to meet grant
conditions, and audit of grant claims. We








have particular expertise in EU funded
projects.
Critical friend and trusted advisor – we
are independent of operational
management and provide valued,
independent views on issues or
concerns.
Consultancy – providing solutions to
tackle the key risks and challenges that
partners face.
Counter Fraud – All aspects of counter
fraud work, be that proactive training and
monitoring, or reactive investigations and
prosecutions.
Risk Management – assurance on your
exiting prosses, advice on improvement
and full delivery of an Enterprise Risk
Management Framework.

See our website for more information on
what can offer.

shifting assurance needs with confidence;
our staff will need to be “carbon literate”.



Internal Audit Heads (in both public and
private sectors) believe that Cybersecurity
and data security will become somewhat less
of a risk as we reach the middle of the
decade, although this is relative. It is still
expected to dominate the risk rankings and
any threat mitigation will come from the fact
that businesses are becoming better
equipped at managing and minimising the
risk of attacks and data breaches.
Other risks that are expected to abate or
come under greater control include business
continuity, crisis management and disasters
response; all three of these have been
directly influenced by the pandemic and
therefore it should be expected that they will
recede in due course.

However, it is most important that we
regularly check with our Partners and clients
about their needs; these may be specific for
one year or may be more forward looking in
nature. We will set up (at least) annual
meetings with each client officer to determine
their assurance needs in the coming 12
months and beyond. The completion of this
exercise will further influence our product
and service development.
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In the “2022 Risk In Focus - Hot Topics for
Internal Auditors” report we can see that:-

The biggest gainers in risk are expected to
be Climate change and environmental
sustainability, and Digital disruption, new
technology and AI, both of which are
becoming fundamental existential risks.
Looking ahead three years, IA Heads expect
internal audit’s attention to be increasingly
directed towards risks related to Climate
change and environmental sustainability, and
Digital disruption, new technology and AI. At
DAP we need to ensure we have the
resources to build highly competent and
relevant functions that can tackle these
P a g e | 10

Further, we see our areas of work
developing in the following ways:
 Organisational Assurance ↑ providing
assurance on governance, structures and
reporting arrangements and the
transformation of organisations.
 Cyber Security ↑ the need for greater
Cyber Security assurance at all our
partners and clients is ever increasing.

 Related Party Assurance ↑ providing





assurance that key partners are
delivering as expected and are assisting
in the ongoing development of services.
Third party assurance ↑ assurance that
suppliers are delivering as expected, and
that value for money is being achieved.
Continuous Audit ↑ better and more
effective use of data from client systems
Material systems work ↓ as continuous
audit allows for on-going review.

Risk based audits ↑ a higher
percentage of resources will look at the
“key risks”.
Contracts / tendering ↑ more
involvement with high value contracts and
the monitoring of service delivery.



Outcomes ↑ audit of actual outcomes
against expected outcomes – has
investment achieved results?



Fraud prevention ↑ ensuring robust
and reliable arrangements prevent fraud
occurring.



Fraud detection ↑ analytical techniques
and better awareness will detect fraud at
an early stage preventing it becoming a
problem.



Fraud investigation ↓ reduced need for
long and costly investigations as
prevention and detection improve.
EU funded projects ↑ guidance on
control systems and audit of claims.
Consultancy ↑ advice / guidance on key
risks affecting projects / new initiatives.
Partnership working ↑ drawing upon our
skills to help the wider not-for-profit sector
in the Southwest.
Enterprise Risk Management ↑
improved entity wide identification,
management and control of risks.






Technology
We see Digital disruption, new technology
and AI as being crucial areas for our partners
in the coming five years. We need to ensure
we are fully aware of the risks (both present
and in near future) and “skill up” to deliver
the assurance required.
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To enable this, we need to look at how we
deliver our assurance in this area and how
we plan for current and future needs. We
know that we are not alone in trying to meet
this challenge and therefore will look at how
we can work with others to meet our
challenge.
We know that the use and interrogation of
data will increase in the coming years – we
have recently recruited apprentices who will
complete training in data analytics and Cyber
Risk with the aim of sharing this knowledge
and learning with the rest of DAP staff.
AI and robotics will feature heavily in the
future, and we know that our partners and
customers are exploring the use of this. We
need to be at the forefront of such
developments with an ability to add to the
debate and ensure the continued use of
good and effective controls.
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We will continue ensure that our services are
delivered in a secure, effective, and efficient
manner. The effective use of IT is critical to
this aim. Our IT is provided by Devon
County Council (as host organisation).

We adopt new technology as and when it
becomes available to retain our competitive
edge and keep pace with change. We are
also provided with IT access to Partner and
client organisations and systems – this
enables our staff to obtain required data in
an efficient and effective manner.

We provide each of our employees with a
Windows, Office 365 enabled laptop so that
they can work on site at each of our clients.
These laptops are built to the design
specification of our host partner.

Our work is held on a secure network,
utilising Microsoft SharePoint technology,
with any audit working papers held on the
PentanaAudit system – this system is critical
in delivering consistent, high quality work.

Market Analysis
Market Segmentation
We provide a range of specialist, high
quality, and efficient assurance services to
the not-for-profit sector in the south west,
surrounding area and beyond.
There are many organisations that fit in the
not-for-profit sector and we aim to provide
tailored services for each type of
organisation. A brief summary of the types of
organisations and current Partnership
involvement is pictured on this page.
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We aim to further develop our relationships
in all these areas and increase our service
delivery levels.

Market Needs
The not-for-profit sector is likely to see a
reduction in funds available as the country
deals with national and global issues such as
the Covid pandemic. In contrast, the
expectation and complexity of service
delivery for these providers is likely to
increase further, as public expectations get
higher and technological solutions are
identified as ways of doing “more with less”.
The sector needs assurance services that
can help services develop, embrace new
ideas and new technology, whilst fully
understanding and effectively managing risk.
P a g e | 12

DAP should be seen as an enabler for
management, involved with projects and
developments at the outset, but independent
from operational decisions to provide that all
important “trusted advisor” role and on-going
assurance that risks are understood and
managed within the organisation’s appetite.
The Partnership is at the forefront of
changing the way that internal audit, counter
fraud, and risk management is seen by an
organisation, and in helping our clients react
and adapt to living with reduced funds.
Whilst we are a “not-for-profit” organisation, it
is in the interests of all partners and clients
for the partnership to continue to grow. This
will enable better specialisms to be
developed, enhancing our core products,
and provide for better resources that can be
reactive and pro-active to client needs.

Market Trends
As funding to the sector reduces, the funds
available assurance will be under pressure,
organisations want to know what the
“minimum requirement” with a view is that
any spending over this must be seen as
“adding value”.
Organisations are looking at ways of sharing
back-office services; assurance services are
seen as an area where this could be taken
forward and the success of the Devon Audit
Partnership confirms that financial savings

can be achieved whilst maintaining and
enhancing delivery.
The time is right for the Partnership to help
the sector achieve more from its assurance
services with less resource.
Our dedicated and specialist staff pool will
enable difficult subject areas to be
addressed.
Our ability to maximise the efficiencies from
economies of scale and effective working will
enable organisations to realise savings whilst
effectively managing risk.

Market Growth

Distribution Patterns

The overall not-for-profit sector will see a
reduction in funding in the coming years. The
public sector will reduce or at least have
minimal growth. This is expected to result in
organisations and individuals looking at how
services can be delivered differently and
possible changes in delivery vehicles; there
is also likely to be an increase in the
involvement of the voluntary sector.

Our clients are distributed across the region;
there is a larger concentration in the south of
Devon (below the A38) and along the M5
corridor, but pockets of activity remain
throughout the area.

Some of the changes expected are -
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Schools

•Move to Academies to access more
funds
•Move to Federations to make
efficiency savings

Local
Authorities

•Look to partnership working –
especially for back office services.
•Look to collaborative working with
the private sector
•Enable new funding to be captured
and to provide commercial expertise
in delivering services.
•Support for workers co-operative
schemes.

Voluntary
Sector –

•Increase in demand as public sector
resource reduces
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We do not confine ourselves to the south
west; the Covid pandemic has shown that
the team can work and deliver assurance
services “from home”. We therefore believe
that we can effectively provide services in a
wider geographical area, and certainly in
Cornwall, Somerset and Dorset and beyond.
We do provide services further afield,
however, such cases need to be considered
on an individual basis and would need to be
able to demonstrate advantages to both the
client and the Partnership.
As a service provider DAP has a requirement
to undertake work where the client has need.
In simple terms we are discussing with
managers their key risks and risk solutions,
we make best, and increasing, use of IT to
limit the need for travel time, but face to face

conversations, and physical review of
information cannot always be fully avoided.
To meet these needs our workforce is mobile
and willing and able to travel. We support the
use of public transport where possible, but
also provide hire cars (or allow employees to
use their own cars) where public transport is
not an effective option.
We will continue to invest in ICT to enable
effective mobile working, working from home
and to enable detailed audit work to be
completed at Partnership offices rather than
client offices where possible.

Buying Patterns
The Partnership is supported by a formal agreement between the partner councils. This provides for Devon Audit Partnership to undertake internal
audit for each of the partners over a seven-year period, with a review of arrangements taking place after five years (next due 2022), additionally
where relevant agreements are in place for counter fraud and risk management services. The partnership agreement has a “rolling” element – i.e.
the 7-year life is renewed at the start of each financial year – this is important, as it enables the partnership to tender for work on a continual basis.
For other clients, work is commissioned and delivered via a number of approaches. For some a formal service level agreement is in place and for
others we provide a “call off” service that is reviewed each year. Both arrangements work well, and we have a large enough workforce that, with
appropriate notice, we can plan to ensure that the best person is allocated to ensure a high-quality delivery in an effective manner.
Some of our clients have obtain their assurance services via a competition process, in response to this we developed an effective process to bid for
work, allowing key information to be produced efficiently, and enabling us to demonstrate the benefits of working with the Partnership. Where we
have been successful, contract periods have ranged from three to five years.
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Both informal and contract arrangements will develop further, and we need to provide the service that best meets client needs. We appreciate that
the future is uncertain, and that long term (5 year plus) contracts may not be appropriate for some organisations. We will remain flexible and attuned
to sector needs to ensure we are well placed to meet needs.
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Main Competitors
The assurance provision market in the South West is currently seen as highly competitive. Both national and local based accountancy firms are
facing reduced turnover, and see other assurance services, such as internal audit, as areas where business can be developed.
On the back of successful internal audit delivery, can come consultancy advice on specialist areas (such as system development, business
reorganisation etc.) where good profit margins for the private sector companies can be made. As a consequence, service providers do not always
see the need to drive large profits from, for example, internal audit, but see that the marketing and delivery of an internal audit function can provide
a gateway to further work.
Competitors range from small, locally based firms or sole traders (e.g. providing services to schools) to large national firms with an established
reputation in the public sector for quality internal audit provision.
We are also mindful that other Partnerships in the area are keen to establish their reputation and grow their businesses. We develop links and
partnerships as far as possible but will submit competitive tenders for work when we see a business opportunity.

Competitive Comparison
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The Partnership arrangement allows for the Partner organisations to
allocate work to the Partnership without the need for a competitive
process.
However, a significant and growing element of our business relates to
other not-for-profit organisations. It is considered appropriate and
beneficial for the Partnership, the Partners and the organisations served,
to tender for such work and this trend is expected to continue.
We consider that we are large enough to enable expertise to be
developed in an efficient and effective way, enabling the “big risk”
issues to be tackled and value to be added, but also responsive
enough to provide a personal service that meets individual
organisational need.
The benefits of this approach are many but some of the key elements
are set out in this image.
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Other not-for-profit
organisations can draw upon the
considerable knowledge and
experience of a specialist
internal audit provider

The contributions received assist
the Partnership to make further
investment in assets (staff
development, IT etc.)

The contributions received assist
in the Partnership being able to
develop specialists in certain
areas, providing better services
to the Partners and other
organisations

The knowledge built up by the
team help to provide an “audit
picture” of the region and help
establish and develop links
between organisations in the
not-for-profit sector.

Service and Delivery Standards
Our services will be available from 9.00a.m. through to 5.00 p.m. each working day. (4.00 p.m. on Fridays). Service will be provided where
possible throughout lunchtime periods.
Voicemail services will be provided outside of office hours and for periods where the office is unstaffed due to work commitments. All phones
automatically divert to an answering “hunt group if not answered within 6 rings and this includes any “Whistleblowing” hotlines.
Customers should always be treated with courtesy, respect, and according to their individual needs. Telephone queries will be responded to
within two working days. Letters faxes and emails should be replied to within five working days whenever possible. Where the nature of the
enquiry necessitates further research or consideration, correspondence will be acknowledged within five working days and the customer
informed of who is dealing with the query and likely response time.

Customer Feedback
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We seek feedback and consultation from our Partners and Clients and Staff, examples of how we do this includes.

Customer
Satisfaction
Froms

Team
Meetings

Section 151
Meetings

Development
Days

Partnership
Management
Board

Partnership
Committee

Audit /
Member
Committees

Benchmarking Opportunities
As a not-for-profit organisation, the use of relevant benchmark scores provides good supporting evidence for the provision of an effective and
efficient service. Benchmarking opportunities that we maximise includes.

CIPFA
Benchmarking Club
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Audit Together

Local Authority
Chief Auditors
Network (LCAN)

Work across similar
entities

Peer reveiw with /
by other assurance
providers

Customer Service
Standards
Acreditation (CSE)

Financial drivers
Value Proposition
We are a medium sized organisation: our
turnover in 2020/21 was £1.72m; the
majority of our income comes from our
partners (88%), with the balance being
made up of income from other clients
including from the education sector (12%),
Blue Light Services such as Devon and
Somerset Fire & Rescue Service, and work
with district council partners.
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Our cost base is predominately made up of
staffing costs, accounting for Circa 85% of
expenditure; other costs include Premises
(2%) Travel (2%) and Supplies & Services
(HR, ICT etc) (10%).

Competitive Edge
We draw upon the strengths of all our
partners and our professional, personable
staff, to provide high quality, modern internal
audit, counter fraud and risk management
assurance services. We provide a local
presence that can respond swiftly to partner
needs.
As a service provider to and within the public
sector our commitment is to help the
organisations we work with to a common
purpose. Our ability to engage with our
clients through our friendly and supportive
P a g e | 17

team of people is key to our success.
Equally so is our understanding of partner
objectives and needs; this understanding
helps us achieve goals and ensure the
success of the public services being
provided.

Projected P&L

We are a “not for profit” organisation, but we
are commercially minded. We closely control
our costs to deliver a quality service within
the financial envelope allocated by our
partner.

Cash flow

Financial Plan
Key Assumptions - We trade as a not for
profit organisation; any surplus generated at
year end is available to the Partnership for
re-investment in future years to develop the
service. However, balances remain the
“property” of the partner members and so
can be taken back into the partner
organisations.

As an organisation we have the aim to break
even – however a small operating surplus
will enable us to react to unforeseen
circumstances.

At present the Partnership is hosted by
Devon CC and does not have its own bank
account. Cash flow management is
incorporated into the cash flow process for
Devon as a wider organisation.

Pricing Strategy
We intend to implement a two-tier approach for our charging.
For the majority of our work, our prices are based upon an average daily rate. We determine and agree the work required (the Annual Internal Audit
Plan) and then determine the staff require to deliver this work. This enables us to determine our costs for service provision which will then drive the
charge to the Partner.
However, during the year we appreciate that Partners and clients may require additional services. Such requests may require us to hire staff on
short term contracts (which come with greater associated overheads (e.g. agency fees)) to complete the work or backfill other staff, and as such it is
only right that we look to charge a higher rate for such additional work. We expect to charge at the agreed daily rate plus 5% for such work
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The price for new, specific, and one-off pieces of work may also be determined by the staff involved; the more senior the staff involved the higher
the daily rate to be charged

Sales Forecast
Our income projections for the period up to 2025/26 reflects a reduced level of income from our partners, but also reflect the growing level of
business that we have been able to generate from other clients.
In summary, we are forecasting that income will slightly reduce from £1.78m in
2020/21 to £1.69min 2025/26. This is a cautious estimate and, as we often see,
actual level of service purchased increases in year to address specific concerns
(irregularities etc.).People, Partnership working and Internet presence
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Strategic Alliances
We have developed strategic alliances with a number of organisations
that will help us deliver our vision.
The most important of these is with Audit West who are based in North
Somerset and the Bath area, providing similar services to a range of
clients similar to DAP.
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Audit West is a not for profit organisation and thus shares a similar
ethos. We have worked together to develop better commercial
understanding and have in the development of new products to meet
client needs. Examples include the development of training in the
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). Both use the
PentanaAudit system, and so there are opportunities to share
Another key partnership for DAP is Audit Together, a collaboration of
seven local government Internal Audit Partnerships from across
England and Wales. Taken together we partner with 11 County
Councils, 9 Unitary Councils, 24 District or Borough Councils, 4 Police
Authorities, 3 Fire Authorities and numerous other public sector
bodies.
Audit Together provides the ability to share
benchmarking and best practice for the benefit
of our partner organisations. We produce regular
newsletters setting out how internal audit can
assist both exec and non-execs charged with
governance.
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We play a key role in the Local Authorities Chief Auditors Network
(LACAN). This group is seen as extremely beneficial in sharing
experiences, in developing work programmes, identifying new and
emerging risks, and sharing best practice.
As with LACAN, the West of England Chief Internal Auditors (WOECIA) Group.
provides another opportunity for experiences and knowledge to be shared and
developed.

Website and internet presence
We maintain an effective website to communicate our services to our
customers. The website has been designed to be user friendly and
provide a good introduction to the services we provide and how we
can assist our clients. The website does not go into the detail of our
services, as these need to be tailored to client needs, and so we ask
clients, partners and potential clients to contact us so that services
can be discussed that meet specific needs and requirements.
https://www.devonaudit.gov.uk
Customer interaction and feedback is crucial to us in developing our
services; the website provides avenues for clients, customers and
service users, to express their views and let us know what we are
doing well and what could be improved.
http://www.devonaudit.gov.uk/why-choose-dap/customer-satisfaction/

Our People
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Age profile
As an organisation we continue to age ! In
the period 2010 to 2019 we were required to
make considerable year on year savings for
our founding Partners. Whilst we were able
to increase income from new partners and
other clients, there was still a downward
pressure on our funding. As a result, when
staff left during this period there was a
conscious decision made that, in most
cases, posts were not re-advertised.
Therefore, only a limited number of new
employees joined in the last decade,
resulting in our age profile increasing.
Since 2020 funding has become more
secure, but we are seeing (and are
anticipating) that a number of staff will retire
in the next five years – in 2021 four staff
have retired. These staff are at all levels in
DAP, although (as
would be expected)
a higher
percentage are at
senior levels.
The need for new
staff – succession
planning
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We therefore recognise that staff turnover
will increase, and we will need to replace a
number of staff in the next five years. It is
important to recognise that the main
employer of audit staff in the Devon area is
DAP – there are a limited number of other
organisations where staff are employed in
an audit position and who may seek a
change (promotion) by working with us.
Therefore, we need to recognise that we
need to a larger extent “grow our own”. For
this reason, we are looking to further
develop our recruitment of apprentices; we
recognise that such individuals are at the
outset of their careers and may decide, over
time, to move to other service areas.
However, we also recognise that such
apprentices will bring new skills and
approaches and will help us further develop
our skills base.
We are not alone in our search for new
talent replace retiring staff; we will look to
work with other large Assurance
providers in the area (e.g.
SWAP, Audit South West and
Audit West) for effective
solutions to this issue – no
options will be ruled out at this
stage, and indeed, ideas such
as an “assurance academy” will
be useful to explore.

Assurance experts
The current set up for the Partnership
provides for three key specialisms: Internal
Audit, Counter Fraud and Risk
Management. Whilst the specific skills in
each discipline are fully appreciated and
recognised, we will look for a greater level of
integration over the three areas. This will
lead to a greater level of skill and knowledge
by all staff and will allow our mangers
greater ability to manage and control,
resources, allocating additional resources in
a certain discipline if this is needed. We will
consider if our job descriptions need to be
updated to support this.
New skills needed
As stated earlier in this document we
foresee the need for greater assurance work
in the areas of Climate change and
environmental sustainability, and Digital
disruption, new technology and AI. We will
work with our staff (existing and new) to
ensure that they have the knowledge and
tools to enable us to provide assurance in
these key areas. In particular, we will look to
offer new apprenticeship schemes in the
areas of cyber security and data analysis to
ensure that we can bring new ideas and
learning into the partnership in these crucial
areas.

Delivering this plan
Personnel Plan
We constantly need to ensure we have the right resources to deliver our plans. We are acutely aware of the temporary nature of some of our work,
and the fact that contracts do come to an end and change; as a consequence there is a constant need to ensure the right balance between
permanent and temporary staff to meet our needs and clients’ requirements.
We need to ensure that our staff have the correct skills to deliver our services and feel that Devon Audit Partnership is their business. We are
currently reviewing our working arrangements in line with the Investors in People standard, to ensure that we engage with and develop our staff in
an effective and valuing way.

Risk Management
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Risk Profile
Devon Audit Partnership as an entity, is considered a “low” risk organisation; the main “risk” to the Partnership lies in the non-delivery of
professional assurance services to our partners and clients. The Partnership is hosted by Devon County Council, and so risks around cash flow,
invoice payment and income collection are mitigated by the support provided by our host.
Risk Assessment
Our risk register is considered, reviewed and updated on a regular basis. Readers of this business plan should be aware that, as a live document,
the risk register is constantly changing. Readers are requested to contact DAP management for a copy of the most recent risk register if this is
required. For information purposes only, the risk register as at October 2020 can be found here.

Monitoring of the Business Plan
Partnership Development
The management team are committed to the ongoing development of the Partnership. The Partnership has many aspects (finance, staff, products,
our partners and clients, technology etc.) and these all need to be developed. We are conscious that all aspects of our service must represent
“excellence” and so a detailed Quality Assurance and Improvement Plan (our development plan) is in place to identify development opportunities
and to monitor progress against these.
As would be expected, the development plan is constantly being updated to reflect new developments; we present our development plan yearly to
the Partnership committee (a copy of our Development Plan is available on request).
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Contact Details
For further information about the Partnership, our services and products or how we could help you with you audit needs, please contact:
Robert Hutchins
Head of Partnership
Devon Audit Partnership
Dart Suite
Larkbeare House
Topsham Road
Exeter
01392 383000
Robert.hutchins@devon.gov.uk
http://www.devonaudit.gov.uk/
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Tony Rose
Deputy Head of Partnership
Dart Suite
Larkbeare House
Topsham Road
Exeter
01392 383000
Tony.D.Rose@devon.gov.uk

Joanne Mccormick
Senior Audit Manager
Dart Suite
Larkbeare House
Topsham Road
Exeter 01392 383000
Joanne.Mccormick@devon.gov.uk
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Brenda Davis
Audit Manager
Floor 4
Midland House
Notte Street
Plymouth
PL1 2EJ
01392 383000
brenda.davis@devon.gov.uk

Dominic Measures
Audit Manager
Floor 4
Midland House
Notte Street
Plymouth
PL1 2EJ
01392 383000
dominic.measures@devon.gov.uk

Lynda Sharp-Woods
Audit Manager
Town Hall
Castle Circus
Torquay
TQ1 3DR
01392 383000
lynda.sharp-woods@devon.gov.uk

Ken Johnson
Counter Fraud Manager
Floor 4
Midland House
Notte Street
Plymouth
PL1 2EJ
01392 383000
Ken.Johnson@devon.gov.uk

Paul Middlemass
Audit Manager
Dart Suite
Larkbeare House
Topsham Road
Exeter
01392 383000
paul.middlemass@devon.gov.uk

Support, Assurance and Innovation
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Agenda Item 5
DF/21/03
Devon Audit Partnership Audit Committee
15th November 2021
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP – STAFF SURVEY RESULTS
Report of the Director of Finance
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee
before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee
1.

Notes the extract of staff survey results from 2021, and the comparison to the 2018
results.

Summary
The attached report from the Head of Devon Audit Partnership and the Partnership management team
provides an extract of the key results from the 2021 staff survey.
The results ae pleasing overall – however DAP Management will continue to work on those areas that
require improvement.

Angie Sinclair
Director of Finance
Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972
List of Background Papers
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Hutchins Robert.Hutchins@devon.gov.uk
Tel No: (01392) 385483
Larkbeare House
Background Paper
Date
Nil
There are no equality issues associated with this report
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File Ref

Devon Audit Partnership
Staff Survey Results – September 2021
Staff eligible to reply as at Sept 2021 = 39 (includes Counter Fraud Staff)
Responses received = 30 (in September 2018, 19 people responded)
Response rate = 77%
Key Findings (please note a range of questions were asked, but these are considered the most relevant)
Staff Survey Results

Commentary / Action Required
In September 2018, 16 people responded “mostly” and 3
“sometimes” – there were no “fully” responses.
It would appear that ‘work enjoyment’ has improved.
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The responses to this question are, overall, positive, yet
clearly there is further work that we need to do. We know
that we will need to recruit staff in the coming years (due to
DAP age profile) and so we need to we ensure that current
staff will promote the partnership to future staff.
We did not ask a similar question in 2018.
It is pleasing to see that DAP Managers have been able to
support the vast majority of staff during these very difficult
and exceptional times.

In 2018, responses were:-
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It is positive to see that a good proportion of the Team
consider strongly that DAP Managers provide good
motivation. There is “good improvement” over 2018.
There is good evidence to suggest that DAP staff are valued
for the work that they do.
The Team do an excellent job, often in demanding situations
and under pressure, but continue to deliver positive
outcomes.

The majority of staff consider that we are always seeking
ways to improve; however, there are more “negative”
responses to this question than others.
The pace of change can be too fast for some, and too slow
for others – it may be that some staff wish more change to
take place at a better pace.
We will explore this area more, and make sure that we are
developing practices at good speed, but in a supportive way.

Agenda Item 6
DF/21/04
Devon Audit Partnership Audit Committee
15th November 2021
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP – SIX MONTH UPDATE REPORT 2021/22
Report of the Director of Finance
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee
before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee
1.

Notes the six month update report from the Head of Devon Audit Partnership

Summary
The attached report from the Head of Devon Audit Partnership summarises activity in the first six months
of 2021/22.
The report recognises the continuing challenges brought about by the Covid pandemic and the impact
that this is having on the work of the team.
The report provides progress an update on changes to our staffing, with a number of new officers joining,
and also provides an update with regards further work gained on Interreg grant projects.

Angie Sinclair
Director of Finance
Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972
List of Background Papers
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Hutchins Robert.hutchins@devon.gov.uk
Tel No: (01392) 385483
Larkbeare House
Background Paper
Date
Nil
There are no equality issues associated with this report
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File Ref

Risk, Internal Audit, Counter
Fraud & Assurance
Update Report October 2021
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Partnership Management
Committee
October 2021

Report of the Head of Audit Partnership
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee before taking effect.

Contents

Recommendation: that the Committee notes the current status of the Partnership and current issues.
Key initiatives since June 2021
The Covid pandemic is still uppermost in our minds, but there are more and more signs that the country, and our partners, are
starting to return to a level of ‘normality’. I do think that we will never fully return to working practices pre pandemic – but this
may not be a bad thing. There are lots of opportunities and benefits that will be provided by a more flexible and less static
working location; we know that there are still challenges as we adjust to new ways of working, but I am sure that the Team at
DAP are well equipped to rise to these.
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We continue to see a considerable change in our workforce – since June we have bene successful in recruiting three new
apprentices (including apprentices in Cyber Security and Data Analytics) as well as taking on two new senior auditors. Our
age profile means that staff will continue to retire in the coming years, and we need to plan for successful succession planning
of key staff – bringing in new apprentices is a good start to ensuring this succession.
We are pleased that our contract with the Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service has been extended – feedback on our
work, and how we have conducted our work during the pandemic, has been very positive.
During November we will welcome Russ Banks and Alix Wilson who will undertake an assessment of DAP against the Public
Sector Internal Audits Standards – we will report the results from the assessment as soon as they are known.

Robert Hutchins
Head of Devon Audit Partnership October 2021

Page 3 – Finance, new
business and new staff
Page 4 - Adding Value
Page 5 – Customer Service
Excellence (CSE)
Page 6 - Internal Audit
Performance
Appendix 1 - Customer
Service Excellence Results –
2021/22

Finance, new business and new staff
Budget position
I am pleased to report that the Partnership continues to remain within budget. So far in 2021/22
we have seen a number of partners and clients wishing to purchase additional services; we are
keen to support such requests, and this leads to the need for additional staff (often on a temporary
or short-term basis) to support that work. We know that things can, and do, change quickly and so
constantly monitor the financial position to ensure we stay on track and within budget.

New Business – in our June report we reported that we had submitted tenders for three
Academies; unfortunately, we were unsuccessful in our bids. Feedback we have received is that
our bids were competitive, but others were able to offer delivery in less days, and thus less cost.
We will look further at the feedback and see how to react to this.
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However, we have won four further Interreg projects, two with Plymouth Council (BRIC and CCARE) and two with Plymouth University (ReConSoil & FISH INTEL).

New staff
A number of staff have recently retired from the Partnership and we wish them a long and
enjoyable retirement; this, coupled with extra work requests, has given the opportunity for us to
recruit a number of new staff.
We have recently recruited senior auditors (Hannah Hellier and Naomi Whitmore) a new auditor
in Sarah Bradley.
We have also extended the number of apprentices that work with us. These apprentices will be
supported to learn about assurance work (internal audit, risk management and counter fraud)
and will also aid us as we look to further modernise and develop our services.
 Arby Jones – will be joining us in November and will be taking an ICT / Cyber training
route.
 Adam Squire – will be joining us in mid-November and will be studying in Data Analytics /
data usage.
 Ola Niemirowicz – will complete her Business Admin Level 3 training and move on to the
Level 4 Institute of Internal Audit (IIA) around April next year.
 Ethan Shears – will also complete his Level 3 training, after which he will move on to the
Level 4 IIA.

Adding Value
We are well aware that “doing an audit” is not enough to meet our customers’ expectations; we know that senior management and those charged with
governance very much value our independent assurance & welcome our identification of untreated risk or control weaknesses, but they also want an audit
service that “adds value”.
Added value will mean different things to different people at different times; it is not about a “buy one get one free” approach, but it is about using our
professionalism and ability to apply a unique and independent approach to help organisations and managers provide their services in the best possible
fashion. We employ staff who can make a difference and encourage them to “add value” at every step in the audit process. We set out below some comments
received from customers since June who agreed that we have achieved this aim.
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Employee Services
It's always useful having the
fresh perspective and this time
was particularly helpful in
highlighting improvements made
since last year' audit.

School
Yes - it reassured me that we are
managing things appropriately.
Any queries I had I felt confident
in asking (the auditors) questions.

National Park
Provided opportunity to review
and reflect on our work to date
and identify key areas we
need to address.

Management Information
(Adult Care and Health)
Yes. It enabled us to look at
the things we did well, and
also those that could have
been improved.

Learn Devon
Yes, and has led to a direct
change in our approach to
annualised contracting and
assurance, which we will be
rolling out from Autumn
2021.
The team has specifically
supported us to understand
the gaps previous
processes had, and design
new systems and
approaches that we are now
implementing.

Customer Service Excellence (CSE)
DAP holds the Customer Service Excellent award.

DAP – Customer Survey Results
First six months of 2021/22

After every audit we issue client survey forms. The results of the surveys returned
remain very good and very positive. The overall result is very pleasing, with near
99% being "satisfied” or better across our services, see appendix 1. It is very
pleasing to report that our clients continue to rate the overall usefulness of the audit
and the helpfulness of our auditors highly.
However, the real value in seeking feedback is to identify at an early stage where
we have not met expectations and take action to address this.
We seek feedback from customers from all sectors. An extract from some of the
feedback received since June is shown below:-
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School – The auditor was happy to answer any queries or questions I had and offer advice.



Learn Devon - The Audit Team have been great with us over the past year, and really added to what we have been doing. It is very
much appreciated.



Peninsula Pensions – The Auditor was excellent



Secondary School - Team had excellent knowledge regarding schools and where able to advise and support in making our current
practices even better.

DAP - Internal Audit Performance
Our analysis of internal audit performance for the first six months of 2021/22 shows that, overall, performance is acceptable, but that there is room for
improvement in a number of areas. The DAP Management Team is aware of the issues and will look to ensure such improvement is achieved.
Some of the indicators show a slight deteriorating in performance from the previous year, but this should be considered against the backdrop of the
ongoing need to respond to the Covid pandemic, and also a relatively high level of staff turnover in the period. We continue to recruit new staff
(apprentices and more experienced staff) but it will take time to train and fully develop these staff.
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The “percentage of plan started” is
slightly down on expected levels, but this
is mainly due to delays requested by the
client as our partners respond to the
ongoing Covid issues.
Percentage of Audit Plan Completed –
compares similarly with this time last
year – audits are taking a little longer to
complete as partner staff take greater
time to respond to our reports and
findings due to Covid pressures.

Draft and Final report production is a
little slower than we would like – we will
work with our team to ensure that this
improves.

Staff Turnover.
We have approx. 40 staff working across
DAP. During the first six months of
2021/22 we have had 3 staff leave (1 x
Dep Head and 2 x Senior Auditors) and
1 Audit Manager and 1 Audit Senior
commence.

Appendix 1 - Customer Service Excellence Results – 2021/22
Customer Survey Results April 2021 to September 2021
Summary of 30 responses
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Agenda Item
7
DF/21/05
Devon Audit Partnership Committee
15th November 2021
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP - BUDGET MONITORING REPORT MTH 6 2021/22
Report of the Director of Finance
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee
before taking effect.
Recommendations:
That members:
1. Note the projected financial outturn position of DAP
2. Note variances and reasons
Budget Monitoring Month 6
The Budget monitoring at month 6 indicates that Devon Audit Partnership (DAP) will generate a
small surplus at the year end (circa £1k).
The table below analyses the projected spend and income for the year:
Table 1 Year end Projection as at Mth 6 2021/22

2021/22
Budget

Employees

Mth 6
Year-end
projection
2021/22

Variance
2021/22

1,611,500

1,731,000

119,500

Premises

38,000

38,000

0

Transport

28,000

16,000

-12,000

Supplies & Services

65,500

65,500

0

Support

48,000

48,000

0

Income

(1,794,000)

(1,901,000)

(107,000)

(3,000)

(2,500)

500

Total (Surplus) / Deficit

Variances (items over £1,000):
Employees – Staff Costs £120k increase – mainly due to additional staff required to support
additional income gained. Some of these costs are temporary in nature, reflecting the temporary
increase in chargeable activity.
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Agenda
Item 7
Transport - £12k reduction – predominantly home working for first 6 months of 2021/22, resulting in
a considerable reduction in travel costs (and time). Further savings likely in the remainder of the
year.
Income – £107k increase - due to carry forward of work from 20/21, additional work requests from
partners, additional work requests from clients (e.g. Fire Service and Academies), and new EU
Funded projects (note – such projects have a limited life span due to the UK leaving the EU)..
Angie Sinclair
Director of Finance
Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Hutchins
Tel No: (01392) 385483
Background Paper

Robert.hutchins@devon.gov.uk

Larkbeare House, Topsham Rd, Exeter.

Nil

There are no equality issues associated with this report
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Agenda Item 8
DF/21/06
Devon Audit Partnership Audit Committee
155h November 2021
DEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP – UPDATED RISK REGISTER NOVEMBER 2021
Report of the Director of Finance
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee
before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee notes
1.
2.

the updated Strategic and Operational risk register
the actions in place to reduce risks to an acceptable level

Summary
The attached document sets out the updated Strategic and Operational risks facing the Partnership.
The risks facing the Partnership are constantly changing; risks are influenced by both “outside” factors
(e.g. changes to funding) and internal issues (the way that we operate).
The key risks that we currently face include:


Change in priorities or dissatisfaction of one of the partners results in a partner leaving; and
The ongoing impact of Covid on our plans and on the ability to provide an annual audit
opinion.

Partnership management continue to monitor our mitigating actions to ensure that these risks do not
materialise.

Angie Sinclair
Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972
List of Background Papers
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Hutchins
Tel No: (01392) 385483
Larkbeare House
Background Paper
Date
Nil
There are no equality issues associated with this report
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File Ref

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

Risk Description

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

4

2

8

Controlled
Impact

Probability

Comment / Further action required

By When

Identify new Partners as
appropriate.

Ongoing

Risk

Strategic Risks
S1

Change in priorities or
dissatisfaction of one of
the partners results in a
partner leaving.

Continued development of
service.
Seek views / input from
Partners – recognise that
“each is different”

Oct
2020
3
Oct
2021
3

3

2

9

6

Impact of a single partner
leaving reduced somewhat
due to more partners and
increase of funding from other
clients.
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S2

4

3

12

Staff make use of good IT to
work from home.
Adopt practices so that audit
evidence can be obtained
remotely.
Adjust plan to reflect new risks
that Covid has brought.

Ongoing
(e.g. Fire
Service ?)

Deliver IA plan and ensure that
we “add value” in a way
appreciated by each client.

Ongoing

Help develop and support “client
relationships” at partners so that
we are fully aware of their
individual needs / requirements.

Continued need to “evidence”
added value.

Poor response to the
impact of Covid and
failure to deliver expected
services

Continue to work with the
Partnership Cttee and explain
the benefits that DAP bring to
each partner.

Oct
2020
2

2

4

Oct
2021
2

2

4

New
Deputy to
meet with
all Partners
to seek
views and
input

There was a slight loss in
productivity in 2020 as staff got
used to working from home and
some increased sickness due to
Covid / shielding issues.
However, these issues have
now receded.
Current impact now more likely
in the training of new staff via
remote arrangement. Need to
ensure remote induction process
is effective and efficient.

* Risk score based upon the DCC approach to Risk Management. http://staff.devon.gov.uk/riskmanagementstrategy2011.pdf

Being
updated /
revised Oct
2021

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

S3

Risk Description

Reducing Client base
compromises viability of
DAP

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

3

2

6

Controlled
Impact

Probability

Comment / Further action required
Risk

Marketing programme / bids
for new work maintains or
improves the turnover.

Oct
2020
2

2

4

Diversification – offer more
than just internal audit (e.g.
risk management / counter
fraud services)

Oct
2021
2

2

4

Oct
2020
3

3

9

Oct
2021
3

3

9

Period of “consolidation” – then
a need to consider DA as a
wider “assurance” service
provider.

Look at benefits of further links
with partners – e.g. Cornwall
Council and Health partners.

Best marketing tool is our staff
– ensure that they are
professional and add value
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S4

Reputational damage
from poor quality audit
delivery

3

2

6









PSIAS – Assurance.
Quality review process
in operation
CSE – delivery
Internal QA process.
Staff development –
e.g. DAP Development
Forum
Use of networks
(LACAN & Audit
Together) to widen
understanding on audit
subjects.

By When

Continued
dialogue
and
discussion
with local
colleagues
as to how
we can
support /
assist
them.

PSIAS review will be completed
in Nov 2021. This will provide
insight and assurance and
identify areas where we need to
improve..

Winter
2021

CSE inspection planned for July
but cancelled (assessor poorly).
Awaiting a new assessment
date.

Autumn
2021

Further develop client
relationship roles so that we fully
know what each client wants,
and aim to either
- Deliver what is required
- Clearly explain why we cannot
meet that need.

Deputy
Head to
meet with
all s151,s
late
Autumn
2021

* Risk score based upon the DCC approach to Risk Management. http://staff.devon.gov.uk/riskmanagementstrategy2011.pdf

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

S5

Risk Description

Information Governance –
non-compliance from
multiple storage areas
and data transfer means.
Loss of data due to IT
failure / unable to use
secure data transfer
arrangements

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

3

3

9

Controlled
Impact

Good understanding and
awareness of Data Protection
requirements.
Part of DCC network – so lots
of resilience.
Data sharing agreements
prepared and shared / agreed
with each partner.
Use of Mki – hosted software
supplier.
All staff to have completed
Data Protection ELearning

Oct
2020
3

Oct
2021
3

Probability

1

1

Comment / Further action required

By When

Data sharing agreements
refreshed / updated to reflect
current legal advice / best
practice.

Completed.

Risk

3

3

Staff to be reminded of Data
Protection requirements at team
meetings
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Ongoing

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

Risk Description

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

3

3

9

Controlled
Impact

Probability

Comment / Further action required

By When

Use other ways to measure
“effectiveness” of services
provided (e.g. value of funds
recovered from Fraud).

Ongoing –
working
with Audit
Together
grouping
and
LACAN.

Risk

Operational Risks
O1
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O2

Failure to deliver agreed
plans in line with targets
resulting in increased
control risk to clients and
lack of confidence in DAP
as a provider.

Close and effective
management of work against
all plans (IA, Risk, Counter
Fraud etc).

Wider Assurance product
mix (Risk, Counter Fraud,
IA etc) increases
resilience, but introduces
new challenges in
monitoring.
Due to Covid,
- insufficient work is
undertaken for some
clients to support a wellfounded annual
assurance opinion;

Wider client base reduces
exposure for individual clients.

Oct
2020
2

2

4

Oct
2021
2

2

4
Strong and effective
management to tackle areas of
concerning performance.

Clear understanding and
control of time spent on
“overheads” / non productive
work.

3

3

9

Ability to “flex” plans to focus
on key risks thereby giving
assurance over the key areas.

Oct
2020
2

Development of Assurance
Maps to provide assurance
with reduced resources.

Oct
2021
2

2

2

4

Ongoing

Re-assessment of each Partner
IA plan to ensure that resources
are allocated to correct risks.

Annually.

Flex of plan in year to adapt to
new and emerging risks.

Each Audit
Manager

Evenly allocate DAP resources
so that all partners have enough
dedicated IA input to enable an
assurance opinion to be
provided.

Head of
DAP &
Manageme
nt Team.

4

* Risk score based upon the DCC approach to Risk Management. http://staff.devon.gov.uk/riskmanagementstrategy2011.pdf

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

O3

O4

Risk Description

Failure to work effectively
across clients to identify
cross cutting themes and
issues, and report on best
practice that relate to
many of the clients – for
instance on climate
change and
environmental
considerations.
Insufficient revenue
budgets:
a) to deliver service
effectively;

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

2

3

6

Impact

Managers to educate staff to
consider the benefits of
partnership working and to
learn from partners.
Make best use of supporting
networks – e.g. LACAN, Audit
Together.

2

2

4

Controlled
Probability

Comment / Further action required

By When

Ongoing reminders to team
(including new starters) of the
networks available, and the
need to work across all our
partners.

Manageme
nt Team –
ongoing

Risk

Oct
2020
2

2

4

Oct
2021
2

2

4
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DAP Development Forum to
cover the issue

Session
planned for
Jan 2022
Ongoing

4

Annual review with each partner
to firm up budget and
requirement.

4

Need to continually meet clients
needs / provide professional and
“value added” services.

Quarterly
with each
client

Fraud work requires additional
buy in from partners and
others.

Better buy in secured from
County Council.
Ongoing work in CTax
producing good results
.

Further
work req’d
in 2021/22

Risk Management – potential
to provide such a service in a
wider context.

Regional RM group continues to
be a good way to showcase our
services.

“7 year” agreement refers to
flexibility for partners, and this
provides a good solid base for
IA plans.

Oct
2020
2

Contracts with other bodies
are more flexible and are
“higher risk” but current trend
is for an increase in demand,
rather than reduction.

Oc0t
2021
2

2

2

* Risk score based upon the DCC approach to Risk Management. http://staff.devon.gov.uk/riskmanagementstrategy2011.pdf

RRMG
working
well.
Recent
meeting
(Sept 2021)
had
extended
invite.

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

O5

Risk Description

b) – leads to reduce

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

3

3

9

knowledge base

Controlled
Impact

“Pool” of associate staff to
provide additional skills.

Collaborative working
arrangements e.g. Strategic
Alliance with Audit West to
provide alternate skills.

Oct
2020
3
Oct
2021
3

Probability

1
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Failure to adopt “modern
auditing techniques” –
resulting in lack of
confidence.

Reduction in effectiveness
of auditing given remote
working

2

3

6

Management Team to keep
abreast of developments in the
wider internal audit world.
Awareness of new legislation
e.g. Cyber Security

Team to be shown how to
make best use of home and
remote working.

By When

Continue to identify additional
staff that we can add to our list
of “associates”.

Ongoing

Risk

3

Continue to extend additional
collaborative arrangements.
1

Use of apprentices / sandwich
students to supplement our
resources
Oct
2020
2
Oct
2021
2

2

2

Ongoing

3

Bring in Apprentices so that we
can train and develop them
and provide some “continuity
planning”.
O6

Comment / Further action required

3 x further
apprentices
taken on
Oct 2021

Continued team and individual
professional development.

Annual
review Oct
2021.

Annual review of training needs
via appraisal process.

Annual
appraisals

DAP Development Forum
created – for all staff

Continues
to work
well.

4

4

* Risk score based upon the DCC approach to Risk Management. http://staff.devon.gov.uk/riskmanagementstrategy2011.pdf

Devon Audit Partnership
Ref

O7
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O8

Risk Description

Higher than expected
levels of staff sickness
prevent completion of
agreed annual internal
audit plans / areas of
development for the
service.

Staff Mental Health and
Wellbeing arising from the
ongoing need to continue
to work from home

- Strategic and Operational Risk Register Updated Oct 2021

Inherent

Mitigating control

Impact *

Probability

Risk *

2

2

4

Controlled
Impact

Monitoring sickness levels (via
PRISM).
Work with HR colleagues to
ensure that HR best practice is
being followed.
Understand our employees
physical and emotional
wellbeing – try to anticipate
sickness pressures and take
action to address.

3

3

9

Managers require staff to
complete H&S assessment to
ensure working conditions are
appropriate

Probability

Comment / Further action required

By When

Risk

Oct
2020
2

3

6

Oct
2020
2

2

4

Understand our employees
physical and emotional
wellbeing – mangers to pick up
through regular one to one
sessions.
Survey of staff needs –
programme of workflow
management and support
network to improve feeling of
wellbeing.
Covid and resulting home
working, has had a positive
impact – sickness levels have
reduced as colds and other
viruses are not being spread in
the office.
One to one sessions.

Oct
2020
3

2

6

Oct
2021
2

Regular “team chats” where
team building as important as
management messages.

2

4

Staff survey completed in Sept
2021 – initial results are
“positive” in the support being
provided to staff.

Ongoing

Completed
Sept 2021

Since June
2020 and
ongoing.

Key to arrows:-20
Risk Increased since Oct 2020

Risk decreased since Oct 2020

* Risk score based upon the DCC approach to Risk Management. http://staff.devon.gov.uk/riskmanagementstrategy2011.pdf

Risk unchanged

Agenda Item 9
DF/21/07
Devon Audit Partnership Audit Committee
15th November 2021
DDEVON AUDIT PARTNERSHIP – QUALITY ASSURANCE & IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Report of the Director of Finance
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to confirmation by the Committee
before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee notes
1.
2.

the current Quality Assurance & Improvement Plan Action Plan
the challenges for the future, and the actions being taken by management to react to
these challenges.

Summary
The attached Quality Assurance & Improvement Plan Action Plan for Devon Audit Partnership sets out
the areas for advancement in the coming 12 months or so. The document is expected to be a “live”
document – i.e. actions identified will be taking place throughout the year.

Angie Sinclair
Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972
List of Background Papers
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Hutchins
Tel No: (01392) 385483
Larkbeare House
Background Paper
Date
Nil
There are no equality issues associated with this report
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File Ref

Quality Assurance &
Improvement Programme
Devon Audit Partnership
Version 1.11
November 2021

Auditing for achievement
Page 59

Document Control
Change Record
Date

Author

Position

Version

Change details

24/5/2013

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.0

17/7/2013

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.1

25/10/2013

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.2

31 Jan 2014

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.3

5 March 2014

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.3

5 March 2014
24 March 2014
28 April 2014
4 June 2014
4 June 2014
19 June 2014
23 October 2014

David Curnow
David Curnow
David Curnow
David Curnow
David Curnow
David Curnow
Robert Hutchins

Dept Head of Partnership
Dept Head of Partnership
Dept Head of Partnership
Dept Head of Partnership
Dept Head of Partnership
Dept Head of Partnership
Head of Partnership

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4

Summer 2015
October 2015
April 2016

David Curnow
Robert Hutchins
Robert Hutchins

Dept Head of Partnership
Head of Partnership
Head of Partnership

1.4
1.5
1.6

Amalgamation of various development
documents into one single record.
Update to include links to other documents
including CSE assessment report; Internal
Audit report and IIA quality assessment
report.
Updated to take account of action
completed during the summer period
Updated to account of action taken up to
31 Dec 2013 and new issues emerging.
Updated to account of action arising from
CSE rolling programme1 assessment.
Inserted - Added Value process
Inserted - review of audit report
Inserted - review of audit manual
Review budget monitoring process
Create Staff forum pages
PSIAS – Self-assessment progress
Incorporates results of LGAN selfassessment.
Formal review and update of plan following
Managers meeting
Incorporates “soft skills” requirements.

Nov 2017

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.7

Oct 2018
Oct 2018

Robert Hutchins
David Curnow

Head of Partnership
Dept Head of Partnership

1.8

Sept 2019

Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership

1.9

Sept 2020
Sept 2021

Robert Hutchins
Robert Hutchins

Head of Partnership
Head of Partnership

1.10
1.11
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Updated to reflect discussion with JS re CSE
processes.
Update following CSE assessment and
External Validation against PSIAS
Update following CSE and impact of GDPR
PSIAS review, Assurance mapping, training
plans
CSE results, report writing, integration
between internal audit & fraud
Covid
Coming out of then pandemic. Changes at
Deputy Head level.

Introduction
Our development priorities
Our aim is to continue to provide excellent independent, objective assurance and consulting services designed to add value and protect
public resources. We aim to assist in improving the efficiency and operations of our client organisations in line with corporate values of
continuously challenging services and promoting openness, accountability and high standards of risk management, internal control and
governance.
We aim to further develop our audit performance by the consistent use and pro-active development of Audit Management Software and
other IT solutions where possible.
Our high level objectives are have been summarized into four characteristics: -
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Process

People

Improving the management of our
relationship with customers to ensure
that audit services are developed and
delivered appropriately
Organizing audit activities to deliver
maximum value

Using DCC HR policies to deliver
results to support our customers
strategic goals

Ensuring that each element of the
audit process (planning, delivery and
reporting) reflects best practice and
operates in a “lean” way.
Ensuring equality and diversity in
service delivery

Develop management practices that
support innovation, creativity and
effectiveness.

Using our audit “tools” (staff and IT)
in an innovative way to ensure we
can deliver maximum coverage and
input on every audit.

Ensuring that all audit staff know
what they need to do, and have the
skills and competence to do it

Have a wider pool of experts readily
available to meet short term needs of
our partners and clients

Customer
Ensuring the customer is at the heart
of what we do; listen and respond to
the needs and priorities of our
customers.
Develop our approaches that meet
individual customer needs, including
those “hard to reach” and more
disadvantaged clients and partners,
whilst ensuring that a consistent and
high-quality service is delivered.
Ensure suitable arrangements are in
place that engage with the customer
and seek and encourage feedback at
all stages of our processes.
Aim to “add value” to the
organisations we audit so that they
receive more than just assurance

Pounds £
Delivery of a best value / Value For
Money internal audit service

Maintaining and increasing customer
base and associated revenue for
contracted services

Promote the efficient use of financial
resources in terms of identifying audit
deliverables and aligning resources
accordingly
Manage and control expenditure and
maximize income

Key Changes / challenges
The Partnership - The Partners have stated that they appreciate the high quality and effective internal audit service that the Partnership
provides.
The contract with DAP was extended in April 2017 for a further 7 years. This longer contract life provides stability for the Partnership and
increases the ability to bid for new work with other appropriate clients and partners.
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Process – We comply with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards as revised in 2017; the Standards closely follow the Institute of
Internal Audit Standards. We complete an annual assessment of how we meet both the PSIAS and the LGAN (Local Government
Application Note CIPFA 2014) and capture any required improvements within this development plan to meet the PSIAS.
We constantly review the effectiveness of our ICT; we work with our ICT provider (Devon ICT via SCOMIS) to determine how we may be
able to further develop our ICT and help maximize efficiency gains.
Outputs – we appreciate that senior management and audit committee members have significant calls upon their time; we have made
significant changes to the way our reports are presented, with the aim of reducing text but maximizing the impact of the messages we wish
to convey. We make greater use of graphics where appropriate, with the old maxim of “a picture paints a thousand words”. We know our
reports are our “product” and we will train and develop staff to ensure our reports are the best they can be.
Added value – we know that our clients expect us to provide more than just assurance; they look to us to add value to their organisations.
This is often through well-formed and business leading recommendations, or can simply be spreading best practice to common solutions.
Our team look to work “across organisations” to (where appropriate) share understanding of common problems and effective solutions.
Customers - In June 2019 we were re-accredited with the Customer Service Excellence award. Our assessor, June Shurmer confirmed
that we continue to meet this standard. We continue to develop our processes and arrangements to ensure our customers receive a high
quality, customer focused service. Our focus this year will be on the ‘Customer Journey’ mapping the delivery and customer perceptions.
We expect a further assessment to be completed prior to Christmas 2021.
People – we wish to ensure that we have all the elements of an excellent employer. As a management team we need to identify areas
where we need to strengthen / improve our practices to ensure we get the best possible return from our most valuable resource; our

employees. Covid has changed a number of things about the way we work – we are currently all working for home, and expect this to
continue for some time. We need to ensure that we can effectively deliver our assurance work remotely, whilst also ensuring that staff
morale and development continues to high levels. Any areas for improvement will be captured in this development plan.
Pounds – We have faced considerable financial challenges over the years. We have achieved these financial targets and still provide a
respected and professional service. We continue to closely manage all our finances to ensure we stay within our resource envelope.
.

Using this document
This document is expected to be a “live” document – i.e. actions identified will be taking place at all times during the year.
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At certain points it is appropriate to monitor what has been achieved, and what is still outstanding, and “capture” where we currently are with our
development aims.

Appendix A
Devon Audit Partnership Plan – Key Priorities Development Plan as at November 2021
Ref

Specific tasks

1

Process

1.1

Identify and recognise efficiencies
and ensure we deliver what we say
we will deliver.

Target Date

On - going
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Resources
(Days / £) in
2021/22

Person(s)
responsible

To be
identified as
and when
changes
identified

DAP
Management
team

Apprentice
recruited in
Data
Analytics

Greater use made of MKI, IDEA
and Forensic Software

1.2

Ensure that we fully integrate our
assurance services i.e.Risk
Management, Internal Audit and
Counter fraud, getting the best
from each service.

Sept 2022

1.3

Be open to suggestions for
improvement following PSIAS
assessment process – planned for
November 2021

Nov 2021

Awareness
via Team
meetings.
Specific
training as
and when
required.
Unknown,
but allow for
up to 10
days

Outcome / Measure of
Success

Action / Progress

Delivery of audit plan.
Delivery within financial
budget.

Year on year successful delivery of
audit plan.
Remain within financial budget each
year.

Explore how we make best
use of data and use that to
inform our assurance
processes.

Data Analyst apprentice to assist us
in identifying where, when and how
we can use data from systems to
inform our assurance work.

Ken
Johnson/ R
Hutchins

Wider Staff group have a
greater awareness of all
functions and shares that
learning across.

Development Forum used as a
medium for sharing new ideas and
how we can integrate our work.

All DAP
Staff

All staff will know areas
where we can improve and
take individual responsibility
to ensure that any required
actions are promptly and
effectively actioned

Consistent application of high
professional standards that fully
meet the PSIAS.

TR /
Managers /
apprentice

2

Process / People

2.1

Re-examine and re-energise the
quality management programme to
drive quality and timeliness and
delivery against expected targets.
See also 5.1.e below

3

People

3.1

Continued development of all staff
(audit, risk management and
counter fraud). Assessment of
training needs via appraisals.
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Identify skill needs to meet
Partnership work commitments
Identify future staff skill set
Staff Skills Audit
Create training programme
Support Staff in training

Sept
2021
onwards

10 days

10 Days
Annual reassessment
following
appraisal
process

Dep Head
and Audit
Manager.

Managers

Clear and consistent
understanding and
application of quality
standards.

Initial results suggest that although
expected process is being followed,
data may not be recorded where it
should be.
Further work required to
a) adjust practices to aid
consistency
b) enforce consistency

Well trained and motivated
staff - as demonstrated by
high retention and positive
feedback via staff surveys

Appraisals to completed for all staff
by 31 March each year.
This will feed into Staff Skills Audit
and the assurance plans agreed
with our partners / clients to
determine training needs.

3.2

From Nov
2021.

Staff budget



Delivery of a DAP ICT Audit (to
be completed by AuditWest)

Dec 2021 ?

3.3

Need to deliver agreed plans in line
with targets and plans agreed with
Partners.

March each
year

20 days at
agreed day
rate
10 days

3.4

Understand our employees
physical and emotional wellbeing –
try to anticipate sickness pressures
and take action to address.

Ongoing

n/a

4

People / Customer

4.1

Plan and deliver customer service
training for new staff.

As and
when

4.2

Seek views / input from Partners –
recognise that “each is different”,
and aim to meet individual needs
and requirements.

4.4

We need to work effectively across
clients to identify cross cutting
themes and issues, and report on
best practice that relate to many of
the clients – for instance on climate
change and environmental
considerations.
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Need to ensure we have the right
skills to deliver assurance in ICT /
Cyber Security.
 Appointment of an ICT / Cyber
Security Apprentice

Employee with considerable
skills and knowledge to aid
our delivery.
Dep Head & Audit will inform www and
ICT Audit
ebi.
specilists
Head and
Ongoing role of all
manageme ma0nagers is to help ensure
nt team
that we deliver our plans,
delivering at least 90% of
planned coverage.
Managers
Recognising that Covid has
had an impact – as has
“longer term Covid”.
Managers supporting all staff
with “working from home”,
but does not suit all

Apprentice appointed. Starts Mid
Nov 2021.

½ day per
employee

Line
Manager

Consistent understanding of
our expectations in providing
excellent customer service.

Required for 3 x new apprentice
trainees.

Key
partners,
e.g. DCC.

5 days

Deputy
Head

Work ongoing by newly appointed
Dep Head

All key
partners
and clients

As part of
each audit

Managers

Help develop and support
“client relationships” at
partners so that we are fully
aware of their individual
needs / requirements
Managers educate and
expect staff to consider the
benefits of partnership
working and to learn from
partners.

(date to be
agreed)

Deputy
Head

Brief / timings etc for work to be
agreed with AuditWest.
Strong and effective management
to tackle areas of concerning
performance.

An effective and well supported
workforce.

Ongoing reminders to all in team
(including new starters) of the
networks available, and the need to
work across all our partners.

Make good use of
supporting networks – e.g.
LACAN, Audit Together.
5

Customer

5.1

We will continue to develop and
foster a culture of working together
seamlessly in a customer focussed
approach.
We will action feedback from CSE
assessor (June Shurmer) – next
visit expected prior to Xmas 2021.

5.2
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End of
2021?

10 days

5

Management
team

Action required will be
dependant upon output from
review process.

Ensuring that our communication
and information with customers
continues to be excellent and takes
account of customer feedback:

Website as an essential
communication tool for
existing and
potential customers.

Dec 2020



Develop use of Linked to
provide greater reach.

Ongoing

10 days

June 2021

4 days

Update / refresh Customer related
policies on an annual basis.

Management
Team / Tony
Rose

Business
Admin
Apprentice

RH /
Apprentice
support?

Website is easily navigated
and used by customers.
Looks “fresh” and works
effectively.
Possibly works on mobile
devices.

Considerable work done. Pages
now looking good and content up to
date - but requires constant refresh
to ensure up to date and relevant.

Here is a need to ensure
good, relevant and regular
content – all team members
can (and should) play a part
in this.

Linked in page now up to over 100
followers.

Policies refreshed during
summer 2021.

Actioned

6

Customer / Pounds

6.1

Maintain existing client base and
respond flexibly to changes in
client needs and structure changes
(e.g. Commissioning / Outsourcing/
reducing direct provision of
services)

Pounds

7.1

Continue to closely monitor
spending against budget to ensure
we stay within financial envelope.
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7

8

On-going

All

DAP has the skills and
capacity to meet client
demands, dealing effectively
with peaks and troughs in
requests for work.

Have made substantial savings at
all partners since 2009.

Quarterly
throughout
each
financial
year

3

Head and
Deputy
supported
by DCC
Finance
Colleagues

Senior management
confidence.

Actions from the Update DAP Business Plan 2021 to 2026
To be added
To be added

All existing partners retained
2021/22
Contract with Fire extended for 12
mths.
Pressure on Academy schools

Budget “broke even” at end of
2020/21.

